
eFOM Smart Energy 
Management System

Monitor Electricity At Anytime Anywhere
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多據點用電資訊管理
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Management Control

Work Faster Work Smarter
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e-FOM



Electricity 
consumption 
for the day

According to the contracted capacity 
and warning line signed with Taipower, 

the setting can be flexibly entered 
through the contracted capacity 

management page

Immediate demand

Observing the accumulated 
electricity consumption on the 

day which deliver point to point 
action immediately

Approaching the real-time demand 
function to observe whether the 

electricity consumption is as 
expected every 15 minutes 

Electricity Ratio

Presented as bar graphs, each 
bar graph is a 15-minute 

dynamic average of the demand 
for that energy category or zone

Each category or zone is 
separated by color, and visually 

monitor the power 
consumption ratio of each item 

within the 15-minute period, 
and whether there is a warning 
line and contract capacity line 
set for exceeding the standard
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Forecasting electricity -
distribution ratio

Electricity consumption in the 
next seven days(including the 
current day) –distribution 
ratio is rolling information

Intuitively view the distribution 
ratio of electricity consumption of 
each energy consumption

According to the management 
type to view the predicted power 
consumption distribution ratio

According to the management 
type to view the predicted power 

consumption distribution ratio
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Electricity Analysis

Preliminary power 
consumption analysis 
can be selected by day, 
week and month

According to the 
management type 
to view the power 
consumption trend

Check whether the 
current day, week, or 
month exceeds the 

electricity consumption 
through the 

percentage of 
electricity consumption.
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Smart meters control

e-FOM

e-FOM

Giving all the smart meters an ID 
for maintenance department to 
organize equipment efficiently  



Alarm System

Control electricity effacingly

Provide energy usage plan

Assure company’s  resources

Intelligence to Sustainability 
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e-FOM

Contract Capacity Management



Alarm System

Energy consumption 
assessment - actual and 
predicted value analysis, 
when the electricity 
consumption is slightly 
higher or lower

The alarm will activate as 
long as the contracted 
capacity reaches the value 
that have been set

While smart meters is 
not collecting any
data

All the alarm messages will 
be shown on the screen and 
send it through Line 
messages as well
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Forecasting 
Energy 
Consumption

Prediction of electricity 
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Energy Predictive 
Analysis

The section could be selected 
in different area that could 
provide electricity   

Present deep learning data 
in 7 days
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Historical Message

Prediction data



Personal Setting
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Account Management

Log-in Status 

Alarm System Setting

Permission Setting



e-FOM
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Reinhard

e-FOM



e-FOM
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永續與智慧時代同步

VISIT OUR WEBSITE

PHILIPPINES BRANCH OFFICE
Tel: (632)470-8218 Fax: (632)801-0027

2305-B Orient Square Building, 
F. Ortigas Jr. Rd, Ortigas Center, Pasig City, Philippines

ROMANIA BRANCH OFFICE
Tel: (40) 311 012 555

Calea Rahovei, No. 266-268, Dist 5, Building C61,
4F,Axes C-D, Pillars 10-11, R42A, Bucharest, Romania

TAIWAN HEADQUARTERS
Tel: (02)6617-5186 Fax:(02)2792-8809

6F.-1, No.128, Xinhu 2nd Rd., 
Neihu Dist., Taipei City 11494, Taiwan, R.O.C.
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王聖堤 Sheng Ti Wang
手機: 0988 574 545
市話: (02) 6617 5186 分機 510
電郵: anthonywang@e-formula.com
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台北市內湖區新湖二路128號6樓之1


